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have left the monasteries to seek a precarious existence elsewhere.
Wasteful they were and living on charity or extortion, but one
cannot but regret the pageantry of their parades and the mysteries
of their beliefs.
We returned to the railhead at Luan Hsien by boat, floating
for six days down the Luan Ho amidst scenery of surpassing
beauty. We drove from Jehol to the river—a few miles, in
creaking bumpy Peking carts, those springless curtained carriages
of Northern China—drawn by a sturdy pony or a sturdier mule—
that must date from very early days. The conscientious work
of the Chinese is visible in all their details for the woodwork is
decorated and the joinery highly finished—only they have never
thought of adding springs. There our boats awaited us—two
long flat rowing-boats, each with a tunnel of matting to shade
the occupants from the sun.
We were three of us—two Englishmen and an American—
all full of enjoyment and ardour—and Yang the Chinese cook,
a paragon from a celestial kitchen whose handiwork was Art
and whose Art was most palatable. What incredible tricks he
performed. Out of his pots and pans he made to issue not the
handkerchiefs and artificial flowers of the conjurer but food such
as one seldom eats.
On one of the boats we lived during our week's voyage,
unfolding and setting up our three cots at night—there was
just room for them—and sleeping the sleep of the just and the
happy,* our boat lying alongside a bank of silver sand, or nestling
amongst hospitable rocks. In the other boat Yang reigned
supreme with his little stove and his shining utensils and his
boxes of stores. And when he called us we crossed from boat
to boat, sometimes swimming, and partook of our meals, happily
hungry. And in one boat and the other were the crew, sunburnt
lusty Chinese of the Luan Ho, clean and smiling. At first they
had been a little shy. They had never sailed with " Foreign
Devils " before and knew not quite what to expect. One or
two of them had only seen a Westerner at a distance. But it took
only a little time for them to discover that the three quite evident
lunatics whom they were to convey to Luan Hsiea were a
harmless happy-go-lucky trio, bent on pleasure and quite
friendly. So putting aside their hesitation they "joined the
party." There was the nephew of the man from whom we had
hired the boats at Jehol—" the Bad Man " we called him—the
gayest of laughing pirates, young and swarthy and strong. We

